
If our products are designed with features to reduce the risks 
to your people, products and warehouse, then why wouldn’t 
we want to protect the machines too? 

Jungheinrich® offers numerous assistance systems and 
services that help increase uptime and productivity so your 
operations can continue to run smoothly while delivering a 
high level of throughput that your customers expect. 

 LEARN MORE » 

Protecting  
Your Machines
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Highly Intuitive Controls 
Whether it’s the jetPILOT® steering 
of the tow tractor lineup or the 
multifunction joystick of the reach 
trucks, Jungheinrich has designed 
its products to be easily operated 
with efficiency and precision.

speedCONTROL 
Customizes maximum travel 
speeds to maintain the 
productivity levels you need, 
while ensuring travel speeds are 
aligned with the operator skill 
level.

Enhanced Load Visibility 
Designed for excellent visibility to 
the load whether traveling with it 
on the forks or when visibility is 
required through the OHG as the 
load is being lifted, lowered or 
loaded into or out of racking.

driveCONTROL 
Depending on the real-time 
height of the forks, it limits the 
trucks’ travel speed to precisely 
calculated levels, helping to ensure 
acceptable speeds during pick and 
place maneuvers.

Productivity 

Programmable Performance 
Modes  
Allow the user to select 
from various levels of truck 
performance based on 
operational need and operator 
skill/experience levels.

Easy Access to Key Components 
Allows easy access for technicians. 
Paired with the organized design, 
most compartment covers can be 
easily removed with minimal tools 
– meaning less time and difficulty 
during servicing.

JUDIT Software Tool  
Technicians are equipped with 
a proprietary software tool 
to quickly and conveniently 
diagnose issues with the truck 
as it communicates with their 
laptop.

Ingress Protection 
Sealed components (connectors, 
motors, etc.) provide high levels of 
Ingress Protection from moisture 
and dust.  

Serviceability 

*  Feature availability varies by truck model, please contact your Sales Representative for more 
information.

Jungheinrich warehouse products offers standard and optional features 
to aid in the smooth operation of the machines.

Special Application Packages  
Tropical packages, cold storage 
options, operator cabs and other 
special application options make 
sure that your trucks are fully 
equipped to meet whatever 
demands your application requires.  

Automated Guided Vehicles 
(AGVs)  
Reduce the possibility for error 
while optimizing productivity 
with more accurate operation 
through semi-automation or full-
automation solutions.  

liftCONTROL 
Provides the precision required 
for more optimal stacking and 
retrieval speeds, by calculating 
the reduced tilt speed of the mast 
at defined lift heights.

curveCONTROL 
Gradually slows the speed of the 
truck when cornering as sensors 
in the steer axle monitor steering 
angles, to help find the right 
balance between stability and 
productivity.

Optional Fork and Carriage 
Mounted Cameras 
Available on most Jungheinrich 
models, operators can confidently 
move product by providing a view 
of the load from a carriage or fork 
mounted camera.

 LEARN MORE » Contact your National Account Manager or local dealer to learn more.


